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Relatives of detained participants of recent opposition rallies - Minsk (12)
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Relatives and friends of detained participants of recent opposition rallies gather outside a detention centre in Minsk on August 12, 2020. - Police in Belarus said on August 12 they had detained hundreds more people and used firearms against protesters in a third night of violence over a disputed presidential election. (Photo by Sergei GAPON / AFP)
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Relatives and friends of detained participants of recent opposition rallies gather outside a detention centre in Minsk on August 12, 2020. - Police in Belarus said on August 12 they had detained hundreds more people and used firearms against protesters in a third night of violence over a disputed presidential election. (Photo by Sergei GAPON / AFP)
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Relatives and friends of detained participants of recent opposition rallies gather outside a detention centre in Minsk on August 12, 2020. - Police in Belarus said on August 12 they had detained hundreds more people and used firearms against protesters in a third night of violence over a disputed presidential election. (Photo by Sergei GAPON / AFP)
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Relatives and friends of detained participants of recent opposition rallies gather outside a detention centre in Minsk on August 12, 2020. - Police in Belarus said on August 12 they had detained hundreds more people and used firearms against protesters in a third night of violence over a disputed presidential election. (Photo by Sergei GAPON / AFP)
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Relatives and friends of detained participants of recent opposition rallies gather outside a detention centre in Minsk on August 12, 2020. - Police in Belarus said on August 12 they had detained hundreds more people and used firearms against protesters in a third night of violence over a disputed presidential election. (Photo by Sergei GAPON / AFP)
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Relatives and friends of detained participants of recent opposition rallies gather outside a detention centre in Minsk on August 12, 2020. - Police in Belarus said on August 12 they had detained hundreds more people and used firearms against protesters in a third night of violence over a disputed presidential election. (Photo by Sergei GAPON / AFP)
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Relatives and friends of detained participants of recent opposition rallies gather outside a detention centre in Minsk on August 12, 2020. - Police in Belarus said on August 12 they had detained hundreds more people and used firearms against protesters in a third night of violence over a disputed presidential election. (Photo by Sergei GAPON / AFP)
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Relatives and friends of detained participants of recent opposition rallies gather outside a detention centre in Minsk on August 12, 2020. - Police in Belarus said on August 12 they had detained hundreds more people and used firearms against protesters in a third night of violence over a disputed presidential election. (Photo by Sergei GAPON / AFP)
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Servicemen standing on the roof of a detention centre look at relatives and friends of detained participants of recent opposition rallies gathered outside the facility in Minsk on August 12, 2020. - Police in Belarus said on August 12 they had detained hundreds more people and used firearms against protesters in a third night of violence over a disputed presidential election. (Photo by Sergei GAPON / AFP)
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Friends and relatives of those detained during mass rally following presidential election gather at a detention center in Minsk, Belarus, Tuesday, Aug. 11, 2020. The Belarusian Interior Ministry said Tuesday that more than 2,000 people were detained across the country for taking part in unsanctioned protests on Monday evening and overnight. It added that 21 police officers were injured in clashes with protesters, and five of them were hospitalized. (AP Photo/Sergei Grits)
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Friends and relatives of those detained during mass rally following presidential election gather at a detention center in Minsk, Belarus, Tuesday, Aug. 11, 2020. The Belarusian Interior Ministry said Tuesday that more than 2,000 people were detained across the country for taking part in unsanctioned protests on Monday evening and overnight. It added that 21 police officers were injured in clashes with protesters, and five of them were hospitalized. (AP Photo/Sergei Grits)
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A woman holding her child speaks on an intercom to learn about her relative, who was detained during mass rally following presidential election, at a detention center in Minsk, Belarus, Tuesday, Aug. 11, 2020. The Belarusian Interior Ministry said Tuesday that more than 2,000 people were detained across the country for taking part in unsanctioned protests on Monday evening and overnight. It added that 21 police officers were injured in clashes with protesters, and five of them were hospitalized. (AP Photo/Sergei Grits)
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